RALEIGH

A WORLD OF BIKES
FOR EVERY INDIVIDUAL

1998
They reckon that more than three quarters of all bikes sold are doing what they shouldn't be doing. Sitting still.

They're not stuck in traffic, but their owners are stuck because they bought a bike that didn't quite suit its purpose. Like buying a pair of wellies to wear to the office in summer.

So we'd like to help you make sure that the bike you're looking for is the Raleigh you need.

Every single one of our bikes is designed specifically for its purpose. So if your Max handles mud and rocks like a dolphin handles water, don't be disappointed if those big tyres get you tired on tarmac.

Just as a racer that cuts through air like a razor will be out of its depth on a bumpy canal towpath.

Of course, whatever level of performance you're expecting from your bike, you'll find a Raleigh that delivers it in spades.

That's what we mean when we say that we have a world of bikes for every individual.

Welcome to our world.
HOW TO CHOOSE

There’s a Raleigh bike for every purpose, and the bike you choose depends on where – and how – you want to ride it. So pick your terrain and find the bike that suits you best.

AWAY FROM IT ALL

When you’ve won five consecutive British mountain bike championships, you’re at the peak. Then again, that’s what our bikes are designed to provide – peak performance and handling that’s high above anything else you’ve ever ridden. Add in a component package that’s higher than you could possibly find in any other bike for the money, and you’re where you always wanted to be. Way out of sight of the competition.

OUT AND ABOUT

Whether you’re serious about relaxing, simply want to re-discover some country lanes or beat new tracks to the office, there’s a bike here for virtually anything you want to do. Forge ahead on a Frontier, break new ground on a Pioneer or ride away on the roads – simply choose Raleigh for a comfortable, pleasant, environmentally friendly way to get around.

THERE AND BACK

For you, bikes aren’t about aggression, they’re about transport. They get you there, simply, comfortably, reliably. Then they bring you back with just as little fuss. Nothing self-indulgent. Leave the heavy stuff to the others, let them wear what they like. You want a Raleigh you can cross town with, not swords.
What counts here is comfort. Sit almost upright for a relaxed, smoother ride that gives you good performance and complete control even on longer rides. You can see over traffic, too — and just as important, they can see you.

A longer wheelbase provides greater comfort, stability and balance.

A shorter wheelbase and sportier geometry provide the ideal mix of comfort, ease of operation and performance. Again, visibility is high, providing you with the optimum blend of aerodynamic positioning and ease of ride.

55°-85°

Lower back position makes for greater maneuverability, speed, power and efficiency. Cornering is easy and slick, power is instant and the shorter frame makes for a faster bike.

50°-80°

45°-75°

The ultimate road racing position. You and your bike working with the power and efficiency of a machine. Fastest control, instant reactions and minimum wind resistance are crucial factors in shaving those vital seconds off time trials or your previous best.

10°-40°

Choosing the Right Bike

It's said that we never forget how to ride a bike. But how many of us ever choose the right bike for ultimate comfort as well as performance? This guide will tell you the perfect position to be in.
Before you get interested in any bike, there are a few things you ought to know about Raleigh. Things like how over 100 years' experience of making bikes means we can always provide exceptional quality, first class build and 15 year guarantees. You'll obviously want to know that every bike comes with standard specifications that are well above standard in their class.

And you should know that as long as you choose the right bike for the purpose, it will give you as many years of perfect riding as you want it to.

Every frame is primed on both the inside and outside - unique to Raleigh - so rust is kept out at all times.

Each tube is designed to provide the perfect blend of responsiveness, rigidity and aerodynamics.

Every tube has up to five coats of paint.

Each coat is applied electro-phoretically so that it actually bonds with the coat below.

Every coat of paint is as flexible as the tube it bonds to, so there's no cracking or flaking.

Typical example of paint process.

Phosphate coating

Electro-pheretic primer

Stoving enamel first coat

Stoving enamel second coat

Polyester powder top coat

RALEIGH

EVERY
7005 Series alloy Y frames with "Triple Tube Technology", unique to Max Lite, providing strength at the heart of the frame.

All full suspension Max Lite models feature an innovative forged pivot area with industrial grade sealed bearings. Deep section chainstays and box section backstays help deliver ultimate strength and performance.

The top of the range F53 also includes massive gear choice from Sram's "ESP" 27 speed system and jaw dropping Diotech disc braking up front.

RST-22 nitrogen charged alloy rear shock gives up to 100mm rear travel

27 speed Sram "ESP" system for massive gear choice

SR-AP00 Chainset with alloy "wedge" cranks

Diotech disc brake for awesome stopping power

MAX LITE F53

FRONT
Rear Suspension
Frame
Spare Parts
Brakes
Wheel
Rims
Tyres
Handlebar
Pegs
Seat
Body
Color
RALEIGH

AWAY FROM IT ALL
MAX LITE HT3-5

Away from it all

7005 Series alloy Y frames with "Triple Tube Technology", unique to Max Lite, providing strength at the heart of the frame.

Additionally, all hardtail Max Lite models feature an innovative rear section with elevated chainstays providing maximum mud clearance and reducing chain-slap.

The top HT3-5 hardtail comes with front disc brake as standard and the ultra-lightweight magnesium M690 fork. Quality 24 speed shifting from Shimano guarantees top all round performance.

24 speed Shimano Alivio system with Rapid Fire shifters for precise and responsive shifting.

SR-M690 magnesium suspension fork delivers 75mm travel.

Diotech disc brake for awesome stopping power.
The bike that's smart enough to give you the best of both worlds. Wide gear ratios for the heavy stuff, and a responsive frame with sports geometry and some grippy tyres make trails less of a trial. And the slick rise on the dual purpose treads, comfort saddle and lightness of frame make it a bike that deals with traffic as easily as it deals with hills.
Classic design matched to state of the art component technology makes a bike you'd be willing to sit up and beg for. Comfortable enough to take you on long journeys without strain, smooth and fun enough to make the shortest trip worth cycling. It's a bike to ride into the next century.
AWAY FROM IT ALL

MAX LITE F52

FRAME
Alloy, full suspension "T" frame

FORK
SM-3008 giving 70mm travel

SUSPENSION
RST-12 valves charged alloy rear shock with pre-load adjustment.

100mm (3.9") Max rear travel

GEARS
ESP 5.0 24-speed transmission with ESP 700 shifters

GROUP
Alloy Power brakes and levers

TIRES
Streets/Tyres skidwall tyres

WHEELS
Alloy hubs - quick release front and rear

PEDALS
Alloy platform pedals

SADDLE
Cando Purple

COLOUR
Suits

Look good on the fastest trails with helmets, clothing and trackmats from our extensive range.

Choose Maxxis tyres for biting grip and ultimate traction.

Inflate your tyres fast and easily with one of our range of pumps, suitable for all valve types.

Cushion your ride or alter your riding position with grips and bar ends from our extensive range.

Monitor your performance with a Pio Computer.

Measure the most important muscle in your body - your heart - with a Pio activ Heart Rate Monitor.

CALL 0115 895 5706 FOR A COMPLETE RANGE OF ACCESSORIES AND LIST OF STOCKISTS
MAX LITE F51

- Full suspension
- SH-4600 going 180mm travel
- Axle U 7 speed with 18T rear derailleur
- Alloy Power brakes
- Skidura/AcerMX skidwall tyres
- Alloy hubs - quick release front and rear
- MAX LITE with alloy micro-adjust seat pin
- Alloy platform pedals
- Tierro bars
- Small, Medium, Large

MAX LITE HT2-5

- Full suspension
- SH-4600 going 180mm travel
- Axle U 21 speed transmission and rapid fire shifters
- Alloy Power brakes and levers
- Skidura/AcerMX skidwall tyres
- Alloy hubs - quick release front and rear
- MAX LITE with alloy micro-adjust seat pin
- Alloy platform pedals
- Tierro bars
- Small, Medium, Large
MAX LITE HT1-S

- Alloy Hardtail "T" frame
- SR-AH1030 44/36/26 ring 36mm travel
- Sram MRD-7 21 speed with Selipil HT Brake System
- Alloy Power brakes
- Front suspension
- Tires: 32c, 2.10/2.25 tires
- Pedals: Alloy micro-adjustable
- Saddle: Alloy
- Leather: Small, Medium, Large

MAX LITE R1

- Alloy "T" frame
- SRAM MHR-2 21 speed with 2x7 speed and Brakes
- Alloy Power brakes
- Tires: 32c, 2.10/2.25 tires
- Pedals: Alloy micro-adjustable
- Saddle: Alloy
- Leather: Small, Medium, Large
### MAX 21 EF

Raleigh Max MTB frame with oversize MTB fork – rugged performance and style

- Shimano 21 speed dual DX gearing with new Shimano EF 305 SLX shifters and alloy v-brake levers

- Suntour ‘Power Finishers’ for ultimate stopping power

- Alloy stems – lighter weight offering improved handling

- Alloy RPD overloads hubs – quick release front

- RSP ENIG saddle with alloy extra adjust seat post

- 25/19 rearwall “Tinder” off-road tires for a sure grip

- Silver frame or Blue/Red

- 16", 18", 20", 22"

### MAX 18 GS

Raleigh Max MTB frame with oversize MTB fork – rugged performance and style

- Shimano 18 speed index gearing with Index system – split grip bar for improved control

- Alloy stem – lighter weight offering improved handling

- Alloy RPD overloads hubs – quick release front

- Satin finish angular bar ends – for a comfortable alternative riding position

- 18" Crosswall “Bender” off-road tires for a sure grip

- Diesel Green

- 16", 18", 20", 22"
MAX 18 GS LADIES

Raleigh Max Ladies MFB frame with low step over - rugged performance and style
Shimano 18 speed index gearing with logoshift system - split grip rotational shifting for improved control
Alloy rims - lighter wheels offering improved handling
Alloy "H" drop handlebars - quick release front
Satin finish angled bar ends for a comfortable alternative riding position
18" crosswall "Blocker" off road tyres for a sure grip
RSP soft ride ladies saddle
Glider Purple
do:
16", 18", 20"

MAX 15 GS LADIES

Raleigh Max Ladies MTB frame with low step over - rugged performance and style
Shimano 15 speed index gearing with Ergoshift system - split grip rotational shifting for improved control
Alloy rims - lighter wheels offering improved handling
Alloy "H" drop handlebars
Satin finish angled bar ends for a comfortable alternative riding position
19" crosswall "Blocker" off road tyres for a sure grip
RSP soft ride ladies saddle
Peppered Red
16", 18", 20"
MAX 15 GS

Raleigh Max MFB frame with oversize MFB fork - rugged performance and style
Shimano 15 speed index gearing with Alpesh lifft system - split-grip control for improved comfort
Satin-finish ergo bar ends for a comfortable alternative riding position
Alloy rims - lighter wheels offering improved handling
Alloy 16SP overtrailing hubs
1 1/8" carbonalx* Rotorc all-road tires for sure grip
Green Black
18", 20", 22"

MAX 15 SIS

Raleigh Max MFB frame with oversize MFB fork - rugged performance and style
Shimano 15 speed 650 gearing with thumshifter controls for accurate gear changing
Satin-finish ergo bar ends for a comfortable alternative riding position
Alloy 16SP overtrailing hubs
1 1/8" carbonalx* Rotorc all-road tires for sure grip
Banjo Simon with black fork
Black
18", 20", 22"
WILDTRACK 21EF

FRAME
Lightweight Tg welded semi-sloped frame

GEARS
Shimano 21 speed dual 9/21 gearing with new Shimano RD20
STI shifters with alloy v brake levers

BRAKES
S Sachs 'Power Brakes' for ultimate stopping power

HANDLE
Saddle bar ends offer an alternative riding position

WHEELS
Alloy oversized hubs - quick release front

TYRES
Shimano

PEDALS
Alloy cage pedals - toe clip compatible

SADDLE
DMS saddle with alloy micro adjust seat pin

COLOUR
Matte Steel Blue

SIZES
12", 16", 18", 20"
**AVALANCHE 15**

- Frame: Semi-Domino Mountain Bike frame with drop top tube and fat upper fork.
- Gears: Shimano 15 speed GS gearing with thumbshifter controls for accurate gear changing.
- Wheels: Alloy rims and hubs - lighter wheels offering improved handling.
- Brakes: Slick cantilever brakes for powerful braking performance.
- Bar Ends: Slick bar ends offer an alternative riding position.
- Colour: Gloss yellow.
- Sizes: 16", 18", 20", 22" - also available in 14" frame with 24" wheels.

**SUNRISE 18 GS**

- Frame: Semi-oversize Ladies Mountain Bike frame with bar step and shorter reach design for strength, safety and comfort.
- Gears: Shimano 18 speed inches gearing with fulcrum gear change levers - split grip rotational shifting for improved control.
- Brakes: Powerful Slick cantilever brakes for secure stopping.
- Handlebar: Raised for extra comfort.
- Saddle: RSP "Soft Fafe" ladies saddle.
- Wheels: Alloy rims and hubs - lighter wheels offering easier handling.
- Colour: Orange
- Sizes: 16", 18", 20"
**ZING 15 GS**

- Frame
- Gears
- Handlebar
- Brakes
- Wheels
- Colour
- Sizes

Semi-oversize Ladies' Mountain Bike frame with low step and shorter reach design for strength, style, and comfort.

Shimano 10-speed gearing with long-reach brake lever for improved control.

RSP "Soft Ride" ladies' saddle.

Semi-raised handlebar - comfortable riding position.

Powerful caliper brake levers for sure stopping.

Alloy rims and hubs - lighter wheels offering easier handling.

**Blueberry Flip**

10", 18", 21", 24" wheels are available in 1" frame with 24" wheels.

---

**ZEST 15**

- Frame
- Gears
- Handlebar
- Brakes
- Wheels
- Colour
- Sizes

Semi-oversize Ladies' Mountain Bike frame with low step and shorter reach design for strength, style, and comfort.

Shimano 10-speed gearing with thumb-operated controls for easy and accurate gear changing.

Semi-raised handlebar - comfortable riding position.

RSP "Soft Ride" ladies' saddle.

Powerful caliper brake levers for sure stopping.

Alloy rims and hubs - lighter wheels offering easier handling.

**Lime Flip or "Cheery Flip**

10", 18", 21", 24" wheels are available in 1" frame with 24" wheels.
Frontier 21

Frame

50-80°

Gents sizes

Front suspension

Ladies

Lightweight, top-welded semi-ergonomic frame

Precise suspension fork with 60mm travel

New Shimano TY30 21 speed dual disc gear with Shimano 'Roubaix' rotational shifter

Ergonomic, comfortable 'Sparanergy' handlebar offering the ultimate in easy gearing

Adjustable 'Diore' alloy stem for improved comfort and control

18" City Sticker Skinwall tyres

Soft ride gents sport saddle with alloy micro-adjust seat pin for comfort and performance

Satin Black

9520

Raleigh Dial a Fit helmets adjust to the shape of your head as the turn of a dial.

At least three good reasons to use an OR Baby Child Seat – they're safe, comfortable and universal.

To transport your bikes safely and easily, choose a Satis Bones car rack from Graber.

Carry everything you need when you're out and about, in a large range of luggage!
EXPLORER 21

Lightweight T-gusset semi- racing frame

New Shimano T400 21 speed dual pull brake

Swivel Seatpost

Alloy handlebar

Adjustable "Zero" alloy stem for improved comfort and control

3" City Sticker Skewer Tyres

Veloform Sport saddle with alloy micro-adjust seat pin for comfort and performance

Frame Colours

Ice Blue

EXPLORER 21 TV Sizes

125", 145", 165"

VOYAGER 21

Lightweight T-gusset semi- racing frame

Shimano 21 speed dual pull brake with new Shimano ST400 plus

3" Stickers with alloy brake levers

Hi-rise saddle for improved comfort and control

Soft ride gents comfort saddle

1 1/2" City Sticker Skewer Tyres

Canadian Silver

VOYAGER 21 TV Sizes

125", 145", 165"
**VOYAGER 21 LADIES**

- **Frame:** Lightweight high-walled semi-oversize chromoly frame
- **Gears:** Shimano 21-speed dual-shifter gearing with rear Shimano (7/8) shifter with alloy brake levers
- **Stem:** Hi-rise stem stem for improved comfort and control
- **Saddle:** Soft ladies sport saddle for comfort and performance
- **Tires:** 1.75" City, Slicker skinwall tires
- **Color:** Canadian Silver
- **Size:** 19", 16""}

**PIioneer Trail 3000 SE**

- **Frame:** Semi-oversize 4130 Chromoly main frame - completely new rear carrier boxes, bottle mounts, and multi-slide fixing points - lightweight and practical
- **Gears:** Shimano Alivio 21-speed - dual, 5-speed - fully indexed gearing with Sachs Wavy gear selection for speed, accuracy, and simplicity
- **Brakes:** "Power Brakes"
- **Saddle:** New Dine Contour elastomer suspension saddle absorbs shocks from uneven surfaces providing improved comfort
- **Tires:** Wide section 23mm/50c skinwall tires - hard-wearing and light with extra grip for when the going gets tough!
- **Color:** Gents Red
- **Sizes:** Gents 21", 22" Ladies 19", 20"
Semi oversize 4930 C omely main frame - complete with rear carrier bosses, bottle mounts, lights, seat and mudguard bosses - lightweight and practical.

Sachs Criterium fully indexed gearing with Sachs Waring gear selector/2 speed, accurate, and silky.

Sports handlebar with Sachs Waring grips for extra comfort.

New Data Contour elastomer suspension saddle absorbs shocks from uneven surfaces providing improved comfort.

Wide section Tour/Trail knobbly tyres - hardwearing and light with extra grip for when the going gets tough.

**PIONEER TRAIL 2000**

**FRAME**

GENTS

HANDLES

SADDLE

TIRES

COLOUR

SIZES

**GENTS 2**

**LADIES 2**

Ice Green

Gents 21", 23" Ladies 17", 21"

**PIONEER TRAIL 1000**

**FRAME**

GENTS

HANDLES

SADDLE

TIRES

COLOUR

SIZES

**GENTS 3**

**LADIES 3**

Canadian Silver

Ladies 17", 19", 21" Gents 17", 21", 23"
There and Back

Pioneer Jaguar Tourer

55°-85°

European Quality main frame complete with front and rear carrier bosses, bottle mounts and mudguard fixing points - lightweight and practical.

New Shimano Nexus 24 speed - Dual 35 - fully indexed gearing and Sachs worm reduction gear selection for speed, accuracy and simplicity.

Supplied with lightweight alloy carrier, inflator and składi mudguards. Multi-position handlebars for flexibility and comfort. Lightweight "Truss Frame" greens saddle / kneed sprung comfort saddle.

High-quality alloy contoured brake and levers. Alloy rims and oversize quick release hubs combined with wide section steel rimmed tires provide a solid and strong ride. Alloy cage and bottle, propedal, toe clip pedals.

Truss Frame

Gents 21", 22" Ladies 19", 21"

Rucks and briefcases in a range of colours, for carrying the basics, to work or the weekend ride.

Lights and reflectors on the road. LED's must only be used as a supplement to cycle lights.

Keep warm with our extensive range of clothing including BikeSkin gloves and headwarmers.

Choose from our range of locks - a vital deterrent for any cyclist.

And don't forget a tool kit for those unfortunate moments!
PIONEER CLASSIC 1865

FEATURES
- Semi Oversize precision built frame and fork offers the most comfortable riding position and uncompromising strength and practicality.
- Shimano 18 speed index gearing with Ergoshift – easy accurate gear shifting.
- High quality rear carrier – practical and fitted as standard.
- RSP comfort saddle for extra comfort.
- Cantilever brakes – powerful braking to cope with a variety of terrain.
- Colour: Titanium.
- Sizes: Ladies 17", 19", 21"; Gent 19", 21", 23".

PIONEER CLASSIC DELUXE 15

FEATURES
- Semi Oversize precision built frame and fork offers the most comfortable riding position and uncompromising strength and practicality.
- Shimano 15 speed index gearing – easy accurate gear shifting.
- High quality rear carrier – practical and fitted as standard.
- RSP comfort saddle – for extra comfort.
- Cantilever brakes – powerful braking to cope with a variety of terrain.
- British Racing Green.
- Sizes: Ladies 17", 19", 21"; Gent 19", 21", 23".
**PIONEER CHILTERN**

- Frame: Raleigh Gents precision built frame and fork, traditional and practical.
- Extras: Sturmey Archer 3 speed hub gear, ensures reliable all-weather gear changing.
- Colour: Atlantic Blue.
- Sizes: 16", 20", 23".

**THREE AND BACK**

**GENTS 3 SIZES 0 LADIES**

**CAPRICE SHOPPER**

- Extras: 3 speed Sturmey Archer hub gear and internal shifters give smooth and positive gear changing.
- Colour: Aubergine.
- Sizes: 17", 19", 21".

**THREE AND BACK**

**GENTS 0 SIZES 3 LADIES**

**PINONEER CHILTERN LADIES**

- Extras: Simple and reliable 1 speed Sturmey Archer hub gear.
- Colour: Aqua Metallic.
- Sizes: 17", 19", 21".

**THREE AND BACK**

**GENTS 0 SIZES 3 LADIES**

- Frame: Full section wrap-around chainguard protects rider and clothing.
- Extras: Alloy paddles for easy parking.
- Colour: Aqua Metallic.
- Sizes: 17", 19", 21".
### Sizing Chart

The normal frame size is the measurement from the top of the seat tube (where the saddle pin fits into the frame) down to the centre of the bottom bracket axle (the axle which carries the pedal crankset). With the correct frame size you should be able to sit on the saddle and just touch the ground on either side, but you must be able to reach the handlebars comfortably. It is sometimes worth considering a smaller frame with the saddle slightly raised in order to obtain a more comfortable reach. The sizing charts give a guide to frame sizes against inside leg measurement. We recommend, however, that all bicycles are tried for size before purchase.

#### Mens

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FRAME SIZE</th>
<th>INSIDE LEG RANGE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>14&quot;</td>
<td>24-29&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16&quot;</td>
<td>26-31&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17.5/18&quot;</td>
<td>275-325&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19/19.5&quot;</td>
<td>29-34&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20&quot;</td>
<td>30-35&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21/21.5&quot;</td>
<td>31-36&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22/23&quot;</td>
<td>32-37&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Womens

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FRAME SIZE</th>
<th>INSIDE LEG RANGE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>14&quot;</td>
<td>24-29&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16&quot;</td>
<td>26-31&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17.5/18&quot;</td>
<td>275-325&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19/19.5&quot;</td>
<td>29-34&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20&quot;</td>
<td>30-35&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21/21.5&quot;</td>
<td>31-36&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22/23&quot;</td>
<td>32-37&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Glossary of Terms

#### Gears

Raleigh use several types of gears in the range. Mountain bikes, race bikes and most Pioneers feature up to 24 indexed derailleur gears that can cope perfectly with a variety of terrains and cycling conditions.

The higher the standard, the better the name. STX, Acera-X and Alivio come from Shimano, the world’s leading gear manufacturer.

#### Index Gears

Slick, fast and efficient, indexing is the most accurate way of changing gears. Move the shifter till it clicks and the gear follows in an instant, with no need to feel for the right position. Also known as 5i5 - Shimano Index System. Dual 5i5 or Fully Indexed Gears mean that both left and right hand are indexed.

#### EZ Fire/5i5 Shifters

An ergonomically improved gear shifting system, allowing you to shift up with the thumb and down with the forefinger.

#### Gripshift

The latest in gear shifting - the handlebar grip rotates and each movement changes gear. Very popular for obvious reasons.

#### Handlebars

Raleigh uses several styles, according to the bike and how you ride it. Mountain bikes and some Pioneer Trail models have flat bars for the most responsive riding position over a wide variety of ground. Semi-raised bars, as on some other Pioneer models and some women’s mountain bikes, give a more comfortable upright position. Drop handlebars on race bikes provide a low centre of gravity and aerodynamics for extra speed and instant response.

#### Brakes

Most Raleigh bikes are fitted with cantilever brakes for effective stopping in all conditions. The V-brake is a Shimano designed long-arm cantilever which uses matching V-brake levers to provide extreme stopping power. “Power Brakes” are a similar system.

#### Frames/Forks

Hi-tensile steel - sometimes shortened to Hi-Ten - is a top quality carbon controlled steel with a high strength to weight ratio. So it’s much stronger for its weight than ordinary steel. CroMoMo - sometimes called CrMo or Cromo - is a special lightweight steel alloy with chromium and molybdenum which gives excellent response and comfort, absorbing and flexing with the ride. Highly regarded by all types of rider.
SUPPORTING NATIONAL CYCLING NETWORKS

For many people, cycling without heavy traffic is just a distant memory. If you’re lucky enough to have the memory,

Because Raleigh recognise that this simply won’t do, we’re proud to sponsor two national cycling networks, Sustrans and the National Byway, to give everyone more routes that are safe and enjoyable to ride.

Sustrans is aiming to provide a 6,500 mile national cycle network of attractive, people-friendly town and country routes where commuters, families, shoppers and above all children, can enjoy safe, healthy cycling. Soon, there will be a Sustrans route within 20 miles of every cyclist in the country.

THE NATIONAL BYWAY, which is also supported by the National Cycle Network (co-supporters of Sustrans), promotes a winding circular route round Britain’s country heritage. Using carefully selected country lanes and roads, the National Byway unlocks the potential to explore our rural landscape and gain insights into our common past.

For more information on Sustrans, or to become a member, pick up a leaflet at your nearest Raleigh stockist, or contact Sustrans, PO Box 368, Freepost SW8 764, Bristol BS99 1BR, or telephone 0117 929 6988. Fax 0117 929 4173. WEB http://www.sustrans.org.uk

You can also write to the National Byway, PO Box 178, Newark, Notts NG23 0BL. Alternatively, ring 01636 636819, or send a fax to 01636 636819 for further information.
THE RALEIGH GUARANTEE

All Raleigh bikes conform to BS5402 (British standard for bicycles). They are so well constructed, we guarantee all non aluminium frames and non suspension forks for a full 15 years, and all aluminium frames for 5 years. In addition, all our bikes carry a one year parts warranty. See your Raleigh bicycle guide for details. Many of our stockists can now offer “extra cover”, an extended warranty on Raleigh products, giving you extra peace of mind and continued worry-free cycling. For more information on “extra cover”, or any warranty queries on Raleigh products call 0115 942 0202 ext 3096 (South) or 3095 (North).

THE RALEIGH CYCLE PROTECTION REGISTER

To help you should you be unfortunate enough to have your bike stolen, Raleigh can register your new bike, free, on our unique customer computer. You have a much better chance of recovering it if you have recorded the frame number and its specifications for ease of identification. See your Raleigh bicycle guide for details.

RALEIGH INDUSTRIES LTD, NOTTINGHAM NG7 2DG, ENGLAND. TEL: 0115 942 0202
www.raleighbikes.com

Colours printed in this catalogue are as near as possible to the manufactured Raleigh product. For an accurate comparison we recommend you see the actual product on display at your Raleigh stockist. Due to our policy of continuous improvement, product specification and appearance may change whilst this catalogue is still in use.
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